
VERY SHORT ANSWER QUESTIO,NS, (I Mark) 

1. Why core of a transformer is lamina1ed?

2. What is the direction of induced currents in metal rings 1 and 2 seen from
the top when current I in the wlre is increasing steadilly?

3. In which ot the following cases will the mutual inductanc-e be ,(i) iminimum
(ii) maximum?'

(a} 

[ 
r, 

(b} (c) 

4. In a series L-C-R circuit, voltagies across inductor, capacitor, and resistor
are VL, Ve and VR respectively. What is the phase difference between (i}
VL and V

F\ 
(ii) VL and Ve?

5. Why can't transformer be used to step up or step down de voltage?

6. In an a.c. ciircuit, instantaneous voltage and current are V = 200 sin 300
tvolt and i = B cos 300t ampere respectively.What is the average power
dissipated in the ci cu1t?

7.. Slketch a graph that shows change in reactance with frequency of a series 
lCR circuit. 

8. A coil A is connected to an A.C. ammeter and a.notherr coil B to A source
of alternating e.m.f .. What will be the reading in ammeter if a copper plate
is introduced between the coils as shown.
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9.. In a circuit instantaneously voltagie and current are V = 150 sin 314 vollt 
and i = 1.2 cos 314 t ampere r,espectively.ls the nature of circuit is capacitive 
or inductive? 

10.. In a series l-C-R circuit V
L 
= V

e
* V

w 
What is the value of power factor? 

11.. In an inductor L, current passed 1
0 

and energy stored in it is U .. If the 

current is now reduced to 1
0
/2, what will be the new energy stored in the 

inductor?' 

12.. A rectangile lloop a b c d of a conducting wire has been chang1ed into a
square loop a' b' c' d' as shown in f1igure. What is the direction of induced 
current 'in the loop? 

13. Tvi.elve wires of equal lengths are connected in the form of a skeleton of
 

-+

a cube, which is moving with a velocity. V in the direction of magnetic field
.....

. 

B . Find the emf in each arm of the cube.



14. Current versus frequency {I - v) graphs for two different series l-C-R
circuits. have been shown in adjoining diagram. R1 and R2, are resistances
of the two circu·ts .. Which one is greater-R

1 
or�?

t 
I 

15. Why do we prefer carbon brushes than copper in an a.c. generator?

16. What are the values of capacitive and inductive reactance in a de circuit?

17. Give the dir,ection of the induced current in a coil mounted on an insulating
stand w,hen a bar magnet is quickly moved allong the axis of the coil from
one side to the other as shown in figure.

'IS NI 

Ans : If observer is situated at the siide from which bar magnet enters the
loop. The direction of currenl is clockwise when magnet moves towards 
the loop and direction ,of current is anticlockwise when magnet moves 
away from the loop. 

18. In figure., the arm PQ is moved from x = o to x = 2b with constant speed
V. Consider the magnet field as shown in figure. Write

(i) direction of induced current in rod

(ii) polarity induced across rod.



19. A wire moves with some speed perpendicular to a magnetic field. Wlhy is
emf induced across the rod?

Ans ; Lorentz force acting on the fre,e char·g1e carrier of conducting wire
hence polarity developed acrross it.

20. Predict the polarity of the capacitor 11n the situation described in the figure
below.

Ans = PIiate a will be n,egative with res.pect to 'lb' ..

IS NI 

21. A. circular coil rotates about its vertical diameter in a uniform horizontal
magnetic field. What is the average emf ind1Jced in the coil? Ans ; Zero

22. Define RMS Value of Current.

SHORT AN'SWER QUESTIONS (2! Mark,s) 

1. An ac source of r ms voltage V is put across a series combination of an
inductor L, capacitor C and a resistor R. llf V

l.
, V c and VA are the r ms

voltag1e across L. C and R respectively then why is V .c V
L 

+ V
e; 

+ VA?
Write correct relation among V L• V c and VR. 

2. A bar magnet is fa ling with some acceleration 'a' ailong tihe vertical axis
of a coil as shown in fig. What will be the acceleration of the magnet
(whether a> g or a< g or a= g), if (a) coil ends are not connected to each
other? ,(b) coil ends are oonnected to ,each other?

(a) �!a
c=::,, 

3. The series L-C-A circuit shown in fi.g. is in resonance state. What is the
voltage across the inductor?



4. The divisions marked on the scale of an a.c. ammeter are not equallly
spaced. Why?

5. Cil"cuit shown here uses an airfield paralllel plate capacitor. A mica sheet
is now introduced be1ween the plates of capacitor. Expllain with reason the
e-ffect on brightness of the bulb B.

6. In the figure shown, coils P and a are identical and moving apart with
same velocity V,. Induced currents iin the coils are J

1 
and 1

2
• Find 1/12 •

7. A 1.5 µ F capacitor is charged to 5 7V. The charging battery is then
disconnected, and a 12 mH coil is connected in senles with the capacitor
so that LC Oscillations occur. What is the maximum current in the coil?
Assume tha.t the circuit has no- resistance.

8. The self inductance of the motor of an electric fan is 10H. What should be
the capacitance of the capacitor to which it should be connected in order
to impart maxi mum power at 50Hz?

9. I-low does an inductor behave in a DC circuit after the current reaches to
steady state? J uistify.

10. IHow does an inductor behave in a AC circuit at very high frequency?
Justify.



11. An electric bulb is commected in series with an inductor and an AC source.
Wlhen switch is cllosed and after sometime an iron rod is inserted into the
interior of inducto,r. How will the brightness of bulb be affected? Justify
your answer.

Ans : Decr,eases. due to ·ncrease in inductive reactance.

12. Show that in the fr,ee oscilllation of an LC circuit, the sum of energies
stored in the capacitor and the inductor is constant with time ..

2

Ans : Hint: U= ;u2 + �:

13. Show 1hat the potential difference across the LC combination is zero at the
resonating frequency in series LGR ·circuit

Ans ; Hiint IP.d. across L is= IX
L.

P.D. across C iis - IXc

V = IX
L 

- lXc 

at r,esonance XL = Xe 
V =0. 

14. How does an capacitor behave in a DC circuit after the steady state?
Explain your answer.

Ans : Capacitor acts as an open key.

15 For circuits used fa.r transmitting electric power, a low power factor implies 
large power loss in transmission. Explain. 

Or 

P = VI cos$ 

p 
Vcosa 

if Cos e, is Low I will be high � Lage power loss. 

16. An applied Voltage signal consists of a superposition of DC Voltage and
an AG Voltage of hi,g1h frequency .. lihe circuit consists of an inductor and
a capacitor in series. Show that the DC signal w-11 appear across C where
as AC signal will appear across L. 



17. A bar magnet Mis dropped so that is falls vertically tjhrough the coil C. Tlhe
graph obtained for voltage produced across the coil Vs time is shoin figure

(i} Explain the shape of the graph 

(ii} Why is the negative peak longer than the positive peak? 

18. What is tlhe Significance of Q-fa.ctor in a series LCR resonant circuit?

rn. How does mutual inductance of a pair of coils kept coaxially at a distance 
in air change when 

(i), the distance between the· coils is increased? 

(ii} an iron rod is kept between them? 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (3 Marks) 

l. Obtain an expression for the sellf inductance of a straight solenoid of
lemgtjh I and radius r (I>> 1'-

2. Distinguish between : (i) resistance and reactance {ii) reactance and
impedance.

3. In a series L-C-R circuit XL, Xe and R are the inductive reactance,
capacitive reactance and resistance respectively at a certain frequency f.
llf the frequency oJ a.c. is doubled, what will be the values of reactances
and r,esistance of the circuit?

4. What are eddy currents? Write their any four applications.

5. In a se rl es IL-A ciro u it. X = R and power factor of the c I rcuit is P 1 . ·when
capacitor with capacitance C such that�= X

e 
is put in series, the power

factor becomes P
2

. Find P /P
2
.



6. lnstanta.neous va.lue of a.c. through a.n inductm Lis ,e = e
0 

cos rot. Obtain
an expression for instantaneous current through the inductor. Also draw
the phasor diagram.

7. In an inductor of iindudance L, curr,ent passing is 1
0
• Derive· an expression

for energy stored in it. In what forms is this energy stored?

8. Which of the following curves may r,epresent the reactance of a series LC
combination.

[Ans. : (b)] 

9. A sinusoidal ,e.m.f. deviice operates at amplitude E0 and frequency v across
a purely {1) resistive (2) capacitive (3) inductive circuit If the Jrequency of
driving source is increased, How would (a) amplitude E0 and {b) amplitude
/
0

increase, decrease or remain same in each case?

10. The figure shows, in (a) a sine curved o{t} = sin wt and three o�her
sinusoidal curves A{ij; B(� and C(O each of' the form sin (mt-$). (a) Rank
the three curves according to the value o,f qi, most positive first and mo5t
negative last (b) Which curve corresponds to which phase as in
(b) of the fig1urre? (c) which curve leads the others? [Ans.,: (a) C, B, A;
(b) 1, A; 2, B; {c) A]

1 

(a} 



11.. In an LC circuit, resistance of the circuit is neglligilb1le. llf time period of 
o,scillation is T them : 

{i) at what time is the energy stored completely electric.al 

(ii) at what time is the energy stored completely magnetiic

(iii) at what time is the total energy shared equally between the inductor
and capacitor.

Ans : (i) t = 0, T/2, 3T/2, ........... . 

(ii) t = T/4, 3T/4, ST/4 ..... .., ..... .. 

T 3T 5T 
(111> t = 8, 0. 0 .......... .

12. An altemating voltage of frequency f is applied across a series lCR c.ircuit
Let f

r 
be the resonance· frequency for the circuit Will the current in the·

circuit lag, lleadl or ll'emai,n irn phase with the applied vol:tage when
(i) f > f

r 
(ii) f < f

r
? Explaiin your answer in ,each case ...

Ans: {i) CU11rrent will Lag because, 
V '- > V c Hence V L - V c > 0 

(i) Current will lead, because.
V

L 
< Ve Hence v

L 
- Ve < O 

13.. Figure (a). (b), (c) Show three alternating circuits withe equal cunents. If 
frequency of' alternating emf be increased, what witl be the effect on current 
in the three cases? Explain. 

Ans : (i) INo effect, R is not affected by frequency. 

(ii) Current will decreas,e as X
L 

increase.

{iii) Current will increase as Xe decrease.



LON6 �SWER QUES,lilONS (5 Marks) 

1.. Diraw a labelled diagram to explain the principle and working of an .a.c. 
generator. DedlCe the expression for emf generated. Why cannot the cuirrent 
produced by an a.c. generator be measured with a moving colll ammeter? 

2.. Explain, with the he,lp of a neat and labelled diagram, the pr iinciple, 
construction and working of a transformer. 

3. An l - C circuit contains inductor of inductance l and capacitor of
capacitance C with an initial charge q

0
• The resistance of the circuit is

negligible. Le1 the instant the circuit is closed be t = 0.

{i) What is the total energy stored initially? 

{ii) What is the maximum current through lnductor? 

(iii) What is fr,equency at wh11ch charge on the capacitor will oscillate?

(w) If a resiistor is inserted in the circuit, how much energy is eventually
dissipated as heat?

4. An a.c. I= i
0 

sin oot is passed through a series combination of an inductor
(l), a capacitor {CJ and a resis.tor ,(R). Use the phasor diagram to obtain
expressions for the (a) impedance of the c'ircuit and phase angle, between
voltag1e across the combination and current passed in it. Hence show that
the cunrent

{i) 

{ii) 

. 1 
I eads the voltage when ro < 

.. r,;;;·. . . vLC 

. - . 1 
1s 1n phase with voltage· wlhen ro = � .

vLC 

5. Wrirte two differences in each of resistance, reactance and impedance for
an ac circuit. Derive an expression for power dissipated in series LCR
circuit




